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Service Information

Office Imaging Products System Quality Assurance Center
Copier Color

SOFTWARE

Revised:

Location:
iR C6800/6800N  SystemSoftwareVer6.03
Subject:
Release of iR C6800/6800N System Software(Ver.6.03) /  Language(Ver.6.03) / Remote UI(Ver.6.02) /
Dcon(Ver.8.02) / Rcon(Ver.9.02)/ BootROM（Ver.21.01）
Reason:To Release Dcon Software along with the production approval of iR C6800/6800N
<System CD-ROM ID No.>
FY9-4194-001

T-1
<History of Updates>

Model:
iR C6800C
iR C6800CN

Ref No.:
F2-T01-0M3-10028-01
Date:
July 16, 2004
Approved by:
SIssued by Canon (UK) Limited

Service Info.No.
/

System CD-ROM ID No.

Ver.No.

Details of ChangesSystem Language RUI Boot
ROM

Dco
n

Rcon FAX
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-
/

FY9-4194-0001

6.03 6.03 6.02 21.01 8.02 9.02 WLD-
51-02
(120V)

1)[FAX]Support of fax function 

(120V)

2)[PRINT] The machine locks 

when the job is canceled with 

UFR printing

3)[UserMode] PDL automatic 

selection not supported for 230V 

machine

4)[PRINT] Printing trouble with 

NSA environment was 

corrected.

5)[PRINT]Modification of the 

failure for "Booklet" job with 

"Add Cover" in D1-Controller .

6)[PRINT] Blank in center when 

using Saddle Stitch function

(imagePASS-C1 TR# 59)

7)[PRINT]Modification of the 

failure when printed using 

"Booklet" function in D1-

Controller 

8)[FAX] It is corrected that the 

error page is not printed when 

received data was an error.

9)[Service Mode] Modification 

of failure when toner mixture 

execution process is executed in 

the mode other than Standby 

mode

10)[Service Mode] Completion 

display of toner mixture 

execution process 

F2-T01-0M3-10021-01
/
-

- - - - 7.02 - - 1)For field problem

F2-T01-0M3-10016-01
/
-

- - - - - 8.01 - 1)For field problem

F2-T01-0M1-10023-01
/

FY9-4194-000

5.03 5.03 1.33 21.01 6.01 21.0
1

- 1)FirstRelease
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 -Accessory Version
                Fin-R1:5.10 or later version
                Fin-R2 Stacker:5.10 or later version
                Saddle:4.07 or later version
                Punch:3.04 or later version
Contents:
iR C6800/6800N　provides features below:
     -COPY feature
     -BOX feature
     -PRINT feature UFR/PS/PCL
     -SEND feature
     -FAX feature(120V Only)
1. Changes made by the version upgrade from System V5.03 to V6.03

T-2
<Added Item>

T-3

<Fixed Item>

No. Items Contents

1 [FAX]Support of fax function (120V) From this version, only 120V devices are supported the fax 
function.

No. Items Contents

2 [PRINT]The machine locks wen the job is 
canceled with UFR printing

When the cancellation of the job was executed on the machine with UFR 
printing, the machine locked unusually. It was corrected that the job was 
correctly canceled.

3 [UserMode]PDL automatic selection not 
supported for 230V machine.

PDL automatic selection is set to be supported for 230V machine. 'Auto' 
of 'Personality'is deleted the default is set to PCL. 
PDL automatic selection is set to be supported for 230V machine. 'Auto' 
of 'Personality' is deleted and the default is set to PCL. 

4 [PRINT]Printing trouble with NSA 
enviroment was corrected.

There was a trouble that the machine locks while receiving data in the 
environment with NetSpotAccountant client of 30 or more. Processing 
was not correctly done when there were two or more accesses in the 
event delivery table that iRC3100 internally had at the same time. It was 
corrected so that it was correctly processed.

5 [PRINT]Modification of the failure for 
"Booklet" job with "Add Cover" in D1-
Controller .

In D1-Controller , "Booklet" job with "Add Cover" is not output, but it 
is cancelled.This failure was corrected.
*D1-Controller=imagePASS-1/ColorNetworkPrinterUnit-D1
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1. Changes made by the version upgrade from Language V5.03 to V6.03

T-4

1. Changes made by the version upgrade from RUI V1.33 to V6.02

T-5
<Fixed Item>

6 [PRINT] Blank in center when using Saddle 
Stitch function
(imagePASS-C1 TR# 59)

In the print job, when you print using Saddle Stitch setting, not using 
Booklet setting, Service mode of the following setting (blank in center) 
does not reflect correctly. This failure was corrected.
-COPIER->OPTION->ACC->STPL-LMT 
-SORTER->OPTION->BLNK-SW 

7 [PRINT]Modification of the failure when 
printed using "Booklet" function in D1-
Controller 

In D1-Controller , when using "Booklet" function, and color and black 
are printed on the same saide,
yellow mixes on the black color. This failure was corrected.
*D1-Controller=imagePASS-D1/ColorNetworkPrinterUnit-D1

8 [FAX]It is corrected that the error page is not 
print when receive data was an error.

Although the page that had made an error when the fax was received was 
printed with previous version , the error page is not printed with current 
version.

9 [Service Mode] Modification of failure 
when toner mixture execution process is 
executed in the mode other than Standby 
mode

When the toner mixture execution process (COPIER/FUNCTION/
INSTALL -> TONER-S, INISET-Y/M/C/3) is executed in the mode 
other than Standby mode, the display is to be "NG".
* This setting will be valid in the same timing as DconV8.02 upgrading.

10 [Service Mode] Completion display of toner 
mixture execution process

Toner mixture execution process (COPIER/FUNCTION/INSTALL -> 
TONER-S, INISET-Y/M/C/3) is to be completed with "OK" or "NG" 
display.

No Items Contents

1 Upgrade versions Language files are to be upgraded concurrently with System version 
upgrade.

N
o

Items Contents

1 [UserMode]PDL automatic selection not 
supported for 230V machine.

PDL automatic selection is set to be supported for 230V machine. 'Auto' 
of 'Personality'is deleted the default is set to PCL. 
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1. Changes made by the version upgrade from Dcon V7.02 to V8.02

T-6
<Fixed Item>

1. Changes made by the version upgrade from Rcon V8.01 to V9.02

T-7

<Fixed Item>

When you upgrade the version of the system, please note…
・Items to be initialized:
When the system is version-upgraded, it is overridden. The set values of the user mode and service mode are retained.
As a result, no items are to be initialized. The version of service support tool used here: Version1.63E.(Latest version
is v2.03E)
・When you upgrade the version of Dcon/Rcon/G3FAX, cycling down the power of the device is required after you
succeed in the upgrading.
・Please do the upgrade to SystemV6.03 and DconV8.02 at the same time.

If you do not upgrade at the same time、the toner mixture execution process (COPIER/FUNCTION/
INSTALL -> TONER-S, INISET-Y/M/C/3) will not be able to be executed.

N
o

Items Contents

1 [User Mode] Modification of failure for 
Saddle Stitcher Staple Repositioning 
operation 

Saddle Stitcher Staple Repositioning function in User mode is not 
executed even though Start key is pressed. This failure was corrected.

2 [Service Mode] Modification of failure when 
toner mixture execution process is executed in 
the mode other than Standby mode

When the toner mixture execution process (COPIER/FUNCTION/
INSTALL -> TONER-S, INISET-Y/M/C/3) is executed in the mode 
other than Standby mode, the display is to be "NG".
* This setting will be valid in the same timing as SystemV6.03 upgrading.

N
o

Items Contents

1 Modification of failure when using a 
reflection type size sensor for Inch-
configuration model

In Inch-configuration model, if you perform the reflection type 
size sensor, LGL and LTR cannot be detected. This failure was 
corrected.
* Reflection type size sensor = This is an individual 
correspondence for the claim that the scanning lamp is too bright 
when executing size detection using its CCD.
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Version Configurations:The operating guaratee of the iR C6800 is undertaken for the following combinations:

T-8
<iRC6800Software version>

Remarks:
1.Specification below are deferred:

T-9
<Specification Deferred>

2.Supported version of User Software are as below:

T-10
<User Software>

System Language Boot
ROM

RUI Rcon Dcon ALL
/

ALL_HD
F

FAX Finisher
R1/R2

Saddle Punch

6.03 21.01 6.02
1.33

9.02
8.01
7.01

8.02
7.02
6.01

6.03 WLD
-51-
02

5.10 4.07 4.03
3.04 

No. Items Contents

1 During copying/printing or 
standby,alignment behavior occurs

This is required to keep the quality of images.

2 Scan data cannot be sent after saved in BOX. Scan data cannont be sent as color devices treat them as scan 
document.

3 SST's effect is not remarkable. It cannot be more effective due to the potentiality because of being 
600dpi.

User Software
Version

First release Latest version

UFR Driver V1.21 V1.21

PS Printer Driver for Windows V2.22 V2.22

PS Printer Driver for Macintosh(PPD) V1.40 V1.40

PCL Printer Driver for Windows PCL5e/5c V6.31
PCL6 V4.30

PCL5e/5c V6.31
PCL6 V4.30
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Future Release:
The release of next version is scheduled at the end of September

Affected Machine:
It informs of the machine number later.
Special Note:
1. There is no fear of infection about the computer virus that exploites the vulnerability of Windows been disclosed
by the Microsoft company because Color imageRUNNER Series uses OS different from Windows.
2.SEND feature has function to acquire the device information(Address Book) using the encryption
module(LDAP).This encryption module has an export restriction,and is forbidden to export countries below:
Iran,Iraq,NorthKorea,Cuba,Sudan,Syria and Libya
*LDAP(Light weight Directory Access Protocol) operates the search and update from the client to the server.It
enhances the security of the communication using the encryption process,SSL(Secure Socket Layer).SSL is a method
to encryption the network path.

FAX Driver - V3.50
*scheduled at 
 the end of July

NetSpot Console V3.00 V3.10

NetSpot Resource Downloader V2.0 V2.0

NetSpot Device Installer V3.00(r3.03) V3.01(r3.04)

Address Book Coverion Utility V1.01 V1.01

Canon LPR V2.11 V2.11

Canon Device Status Extension V1.20 V1.20

Color Network ScanGear V1.30 V1.40

Canon NDPS gateway V1.20 V1.20


